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ABOUTUS 
With an extensive movie and broadcast background, we at “A Thinkart Cinematic Production” are unique & professional with the 

vision and the ingenuity to deliver a difference. A dedicated in-house team with the essential professional expertise & tools 

combined with an utmost motivation, we have made it our passion to raise the standard of weddings today, with bubbling 

creativity, intense innovation and a truly elegant and timeless presentation. Utilizing our experience and knowledge we are paving 

a new market in the industry that is approachable whilst retaining innovation and professionalisms for the mainstream. Customer 

satisfaction is our passion, cinematic’s our experience, Creativity is our aptitude, flexibility our compassion, Professional ism is the 

Method, style our distinction, Masterful is our presentation, ambition our incentive, Innovation is a necessity and your wedding our 

medium. 

Dedicated, passionate, perfectionists comprise our team. We strive to cinematically film your wedding day, into a masterpiece. 

Unique, creative and quality storytelling, is what we aspire to produce. We film every beautiful, priceless and intangible detail that 

pervades every moment of your wedding day. Each masterpiece we produce is customized to suit our client’s unique story. Our 

prices vary according to the logistics of the wedding, size-scope of the wedding and final product envisioned by you.  

At "A Thinkart Cinematics Production" we truly believe a 5 minute story on Video can be more powerful than a thousand words, 

and now with the advent of digital technologies we can play, share, distribute video content on the move & even restore this media 

for future generations to see. 

 

Congratulation's, upon finding us, you are one step closer to realizing your dream. Ever since the era of wedding 

cinematography starts, we are one of many among others who are inspired to share our vision with yours. Our journey begins with 

yours, there are Stories yet to be told, Tears to be shed, Laughter to be cherished, and Love to be shared. So you’re planning 

your upcoming wedding and are now thinking about at how will you preserve these moments forever. Well then, photography & 

video is probably at the top of your list. Now the question becomes, which production company do you commission? Here at A 

Thinkart Cinematic Production, we take our wedding’s very seriously and document each event with a special passion. We value 

our self as high as you value your wedding; therefore we always keep improving ourselves. 

 

Wedding Filming 

Cinematic Wedding Films: 7 minute each ceremony / each day activity. 

Wedding Film: The Time Duration Depends on your function. (including all functions like Haldi, Mehandi, sangeet etc.) 
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Cinematic Wedding Films 

At, A Thinkart Cinematic wedding production we just don’t shoot wedding films, we produce unforgettable memories which you will 

cherish for a lifetime and so will future generations… our idea is to produce wedding films with a pinch of soul, we spend hours & 

hours in editing the films & grading them, this is the reason we are not all over the place and we are limited to the number of 

wedding projects we produce in a year. A 7 minute film with sequences of the entire day make A Cinematic Wedding Film, the pre 

wedding shots are artistically canned a day before the wedding & then we shoot the wedding day & ceremonies, all these portions 

are shot in our signature Thinkart wedding  style to give you a Wedding Film with soul. 

 

Couple Bollywood Song 

Do you have a Bollywood song that you love, well now its your dream come true, we at a Thinkart wedding production have a 

Choreographer who could make your dream come true and you and your fiancé could feature in a wedding song of our choice 

with complete styling and outfits to fit the original song of your choice, all shot in a day. Yes it true…! (This service is chargeable.) 

 

Interactive Films for iPad, iPhone, Blackberry & Android Devices 

All films produced under duration of 8 minutes can be integrated and HD 16:9 dispaly to all devices such as iPad, iPhone, Android 

Phone & Tablet & Blackberry, this service is available to all clients at no extra cost.  
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WEDDINGAGGREMENT 
 

Thank you for choosing Thinkart Wedding as your wedding event. “A 50% deposit is needed to secure your date”. This deposit is 

non- refundable in the event of cancellation or date change. 

 

 

Date & Time of Wedding……………………………………………………….. 

Wedding Location……………………………………………………………….. 

Contact Person…………………………………………………………………... 

E-mail………………………………………………………………………………. 

  

                                                                                                                     Signed …….………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is our complete planning and directing package, From start to finish, we take care of all the details and services 

you request. While having a professional on your side to make sure it all turns out Fabulous. 
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WEDDINGPACKAGE 
 

 

 

PACKAGE INCLUDES ALL SERVICES FROM START TO FINISH 

 

 

 Pre-Wedding video shoot. (Family Introduction, Bride & Groom video shoot and Intro).  

 Creative wedding Family title (Animation). 

 Creative Bride & Groom standee. (size: 6x3) 

 Family Wedding Collage (Size: 20x30). 

 LCD Screen. (for live video & presentation) 

 Cinematic Wedding Films: 7 to 9 minute each ceremony / each day activity. (The Time Duration depends on 

your function. (Including all functions like Haldi, Mehandi, Lagun, Ladies-sangeet etc.) 

 Bride and Groom Poster/Banner.(Minimum size 20x10ft) 

 Presentation. 

 Wedding Album (Size: 12x36 high silver metallic, transparent and HD glossy album with attractive HD cover   

both sides). “60 sheets for Groom & 40 sheets for Bride”. 

 HD Video and still Camera (Entrance, Ground, Stage, Helicopter shots)  


